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During the special needs unit 2.9 we worked with kids from the disabled school down the 
road. My partner GL and I worked with MH who was 14. MH sometimes was a bit hard to 
work with at times as he did not enjoy doing physical things. Although MH loved harry potter 
and lord of the rings and Star Wars. MH did not like many physical activities but GL and I 
work out if we somehow related it to one of the 3 movies MH was very willing to participate. 
My aim with MH was to get him to try new things and participate in every activity we offered 
for him. I felt like I had achieved my goal with MH as we came to the end of the six session 
with him he was a lot more willing to try new things and activities. I was very happy with the 
progress that he made throughout the six sessions and I really enjoyed working with him. 
Our first session with MH we took him on a tour around the school. This was very helpful as 
it gave us time to get to know him as discover what he liked and what his hobbies were. 
From this I learnt that he is not a very active boy, but loved to watched movies and play 
video and computer games. We took him to the chess board which he was very interested in 
although he was unable to move the pieces himself he has very good communication skills 
to be able to tell myself or GL where he would like the pieces moved. during this lesson, we 
had planned to do some ball and hoop activities by getting him to roll the ball into the hoop 
and making a game of it for him. We thought this might be something he hadn’t done before 
with him but this did not go to plan and he had limited use in his hands. During this lesson is 
when we discovered his love for harry potter, Star Wars and lord of the rings. So, after our 
game of chess with MH we took him to the tennis court where we found him a stick that 
looked like a harry potter wand. He loved this and acted out to Gl and I many scenes from 
Harry Potter. MH quoted harry potter for a good twenty minutes. This started to get a little bit 
frustrating for GL and I as it was very hard to get a word in and ask if he wanted to try 
something new. I found this lesson a little bit challenging as he is not very willing to try new 
things and if I was to ask if he would like to do something majority of the time he would just 
reply no thanks.  
Our second lesson with MH we paired up LP and her partner. At the very start of the lesson 
we played chess with MH and AS, once again MH related this game to harry potter 
pretending he was Ron and AS was Hermerione. This was good fun for both of them as AS 
really enjoyed it and loved the fact that she was Hermerione. After this game, we went by the 
gym and found an open area where we laid some cones down about 25 metres apart and 
got MH and AS to race each other and see who won. Although MH did not really understand 
this and decided to just go straight but I helped him with his chair and we managed to go 
between the cone. He really enjoyed this as it was something new and he got to do it with 
someone else. He really enjoyed this although he did lose but that was because he did not 
go when the buzzer went. I thought that this lesson went very well as we tried some new 
things and it was good having someone else in a wheel chair to help relate with time and join 
together in games and activities.  
 
Our third lesson with MH was not there so GL and I had a 14-year-old boy NK. MH was a lot 
easier to work with as he was able to communicate with us very well whereas NK was not as 
capable to do so and would only say limited words such are car and more. We had 
previously planned a lesson form NK which involved a chess game and a treasure hunt 
along with some time on the school tramp. However, he was a lot less capable than MH so 
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we had to work around these issues. At the start of the lesson we took him for a walk around 
the school to get to know him but this proved to be very hard as he did not communicate 
very well with GL or me. Although we found out that his favourite things to do were to go fast 
on his wheel chair by GL and I pushing him fast and laying and resting on the tramp while 
we slowly bounced the tramp for him. Although he physically couldn’t tell us he was enjoying 
this we could tell by the expression on his face and what he was doing with his voice. From 
NK care givers, we also discovered that he had been horse riding that day and loved riding 
horse. I really enjoyed working with him even though I found it more challenging than 
working with MH.  
 
 
   

 


	Personally, I took the role of organizing the Bouncy Castle, involving me to find companies which we could hire from, could hold ages up to 18 and was within a reasonable budget. I started off by looking at bouncy castle rentals in Christchurch and w...
	I had thought I would have needed which was very lovely as it allowed me to relax and see how other students were going with their planning and see if they needed any help however there wasn’t very much for me to do as everyone was very organized. I d...
	There was one encounter when we managed to get all of the wheelchair students lying down on the bouncy castle with a few teacher aids lightly jumping to add movement to the bouncy castle when one boy came running up and onto the bouncy castle jumping...
	I felt the bouncy castle was a really good idea and lovely activity to have at the carnival. The bouncy castle was filled with children throughout the day, children were still bouncing on it right up until the bouncy castle was being deflated where a ...
	I did feel like the day was quite long and that it maybe could have been shorter. Rather than starting at 10 and ending at 12 it could have gone from 10:30 – 12:00 or had a full break for a
	snack or something rather than keep the activities gong for the full 2 hours. Despite this, I thought the day was very successful! The weather grew nicer as the day went on. All the stations seemed to always be full of students, my stationed seemed w...
	Taking a few groups of students to really start to feel comfortable LY and I started to learn how to control and handle the students. For example, when a student loved the bouncy castle, but struggled to stand up and continue to stay standing allowing...
	Another idea LY and I tried to apply was putting students with the same capabilities on the bouncy castle at similar times in order for there to be less problems. I found this worked very well, having the capable boys who wanted to wrestle each other...
	LY and I went and purchased more sausages for the BBQ station. It was the flexibility of others that allowed the day to flow so smoothly. Personally, I didn’t have any expectations of the day as this was my first encounter with such a high number dis...
	I feel that yes, my class and I did achieve our aim to provide them with an enjoyable day full of activities and also to get them physically active in a fun filled environment. With the feedback that we have received, (cards from various schools and ...

